GLASS-WALL

Creatively Calm

Aria Glass-Wall

Bringing people together, with energy,
everywhere, to generate great ideas.
Dry erase glass walls and panels are
a hub for creativity and spontaneity,
bringing people together, with
energy, everywhere, to generate
great ideas.
But the beauty of glass in the modern
interior can sometimes also become a
source of unwanted glare and distracting
reflection, which affects the quality of
a healthy, focused workspace.
Aria is the optimum solution to drive all
the inspiration without the distractions.
Its silk surface finish diffuses light to
eliminate glare and remove reflections,
creating a calmer working space.
The difference is dramatic and with
endless colour choice, Aria puts no limits
on your interior designs, yet the effect is
lasting and will benefit the well-being of
all those in this low glare environment.
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Aria Glass-Wall

Focus on your work,
not your reflection

Reflective

Non Reflective

Working in harmony with its surroundings,
Aria Glass-Wall provides the ideal solution
for spaces in which an abundance of natural
light is present, either via external glazing,
internal glass panels or a combination of both.
Natural light is an important feature for modern commercial
settings, but its presence can create distractions on traditional
surface glass wall products. Aria’s anti-reflective quality
means the user’s focus can remain on what is scribed on
the product’s surface, rather than being drawn away by
the reflections of passing vehicles or internal movement
throughout an office setting.
Aria’s anti-reflective quality ensures that whether presenting
a pitch to potential clients, delivering training or undertaking
ground-breaking innovation, the attention of those using
and viewing the Glass-Wall surface can be fixed solely on it,
leading to a more productive environment and better results
all round.
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External reflections are an unwelcome distraction in the workplace.
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Aria Glass-Wall

No Glare,
No Stress
Creating Workplace Wellness
As well as unwanted reflections, traditional surface glass
walling products can create glare issues.
Glare is a common lighting problem which can contribute
to a host of negative repercussions for the user from
discomfort and annoyance, through to health concerns
like eye strain and associated headaches and fatigue.
The silk surface of Aria-Glass wall prevents these issues
caused by reflected glare, creating a more comfortable
collaborative working environment and preventing any
accompanying frustration or health related issues.

In an era where workplace
wellbeing is pertinent, Aria
Glass-Wall is the ideal solution
for safe collaborative working.
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Effective Glass Wall solution
Aria Glass-Wall provides an effective
solution in maintaining a strong aesthetic
in collaborative workspaces. With its
matte look finish, it creates a strong
statement for any contemporary
office setting.
Unlike other dry erase systems, Aria’s
smooth surface ensures an effective
cleaning regime, returning the surface
to its clear installed state even after
continuous use.
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Aria Glass-Wall

A Better Choice
for the Environment
The lower embodied carbon choice

Shorter Lead Times

Full design, supply and fit service

In keeping with Specialist Group’s sustainability action
plan, Aria Glass-Wall represents the most carbon efficient
silk glass walling product on the market.

With a European supply base comes shorter lead times, so
in choosing Aria Glass-Wall you can improve your project
timelines and endure less frustrating waiting times.

Specialist Group prides itself on excellence throughout
every department and with a full Design, Supply & Fit
package, you can be assured of our utmost attention to
detail at every project stage.

With production in Europe, the system is subject to less air,
road and sea miles than any competing product available
in the UK or Ireland, contributing to huge carbon savings
during the logistics process.
The system itself remains fully recyclable unlike many
other glass wall systems on the market. With the use of
tempered glass rather than a lamination process, the
product can be recycled in its entirety.

Our product is subject to significantly less delivery
mileage than others on the market, making it a safe choice
where shorter project lead times are at play.

100%

COMMITMENT TO
THE ENVIRONMENT

Our Design Team will guide you on the correct
specification to meet your individual project requirements.
With our Specialist Q-Team dedicated to achieving zero
snags on every project, you can be assured that your
finished project is fitted to your exacting standards.

This, coupled with the decreased carbon emissions
on delivery, contributes to a lower embodied carbon
alternative, without any compromise on the aesthetics,
efficiency or practicality of the system itself.

Fully Recyclable
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Short Lead Times

Supply & Fit
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Aria Glass-Wall

The Complete
Package

Technical Specification
Face Material:

True Colour
Aria Glass-Wall is produced using only low iron
Opti-White glass. Its high light transmission
prevents the ‘green’ hue of other glass products,
creating a perfectly clear matte finish. When using
back painted options, this leads to a finish which
is true to colour and helps avoid any accidental
clash of colour schemes, allowing the product
to fit harmoniously into a project design.

Flexible Design Options
With back painted options available to any RAL
colour, the design possibilities presented with
Aria Glass-Wall are vast, allowing the system
to work in harmony with any design brief and
colour scheme.
Further enhance your finished piece with the
inclusion of contrasting trims top and bottom and
the addition of bespoke pen storage shelving units,
for a solution where aesthetics meet practicality.

Low Iron for true
back painted colours.
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Accessories

2 options available
Toughened and Non-Toughened

Customise your Aria Glass-Wall package with
the inclusion of a range of accessories to include:

Option 1 – Toughened
Toughened is made in accordance with
BS EN 12150 and impact resistance to
BS EN 12600 class 1.
Fire performance BS 476 part 6 class O
and part 7 class 1 spread of flame.

• Pen trays
• Eraser slots
• Menu holders
• A range of magnets (for magnetic version)
• Add your company branding

Option 2 – Non-Toughened
Our non-toughened glass has a safety
layer applied to the glass achieving
safety standards of BS 6206 class A.

Colours:

Back painted to any RAL,
Dulux or Farrow & Ball colours

Sheet sizes:

2250 / 2400 x 3210mm

Usable sizes:

2210 / 2360 x 3170mm

Thickness:

4 / 5 / 6 / 8 / 10 / 12mm

Weights:

(4mm)
(5mm)

10kg per m2

(6mm)
(8mm)

15kg per m2

12.5kg per m2
20kg per m2

(10mm) 25kg per m2
(12mm) 30kg per m2

Trims:

Aluminium, Stainless Steel
or Powder Coated

Installation:

Adhesive, Z Clips or Hook Batons

For further information on product storage,
handling & cleaning, please visit specialist-group.co.uk
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Back-Painted Writeable Glass

Also available from
Specialist Group
Back-Painted Writeable Glass
Ideal where external light sources are not present, Specialist
Group’s Back-Painted Glass range is an extremely versatile
product for use in a variety of applications where glass
products are required within architectural and interior
design schemes.
From feature wall panelling to dry wipe notice boards, the
range comes pre-painted to your chosen colour and ready
to install. With a wide range of metallic paints also available,
tailor your solution to the individual project design.

Applications:
• Dry wipe glass notice boards
• Wall panelling systems
• Interior cladding systems
• Lift car fit-outs
• Screens and partition walls
• Splash backs
• Table tops and worktops
• Washroom systems
• IPS and removable access panelling systems
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Back-Painted Writeable Glass

Magnetic Back-Painted Glass
and Dry Wipe Writing Surface
A contemporary and stylish interior finishing solution, the
Specialist Group Magnetic range of back-painted glass
can be used in a variety of commercial and architectural
applications from dry wipe notice boards to feature
wall panelling.
The perfect addition to meeting spaces, this magnetic
surface allows you to quickly and effectively share ideas
and information; optimising collaborative thinking and
innovation. Install in a permanent location or choose a
portable option for flexibility of location within an
office environment.

Applications:
• Office walls
• Menu boards
• Meeting rooms
• Glass white boards
• Break-out areas
• Mirrors
• Information displays
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